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Abstract—
The Automatic face recognition is used everywhere for
authentication of personal computer or mobile while performing
any online transaction. To gain the access to these systems, the
direct attacks or biometric presentation attacks such as
presenting photo or video of the authorized person can be done
by intruders easily because the photo’s can be available easily on
social networks such as face book or anyone. Currently proposed
face spoof detection techniques have less generalization ability as
it considers only image quality not all specific facial features.
Also the existing methods do not detect the spoofing medium and
liveness in a single system. The facial features such as eyes,
mouth and nose are extracted from the image in the proposed
approach. The classifier distinguishes the real face and spoofed
face. By finding the boundaries in the image, it detects the
spoofing medium and attack type. By capturing the video it also
detects the eye blinking or liveness without using any extra
hardware.

Entertainment: Video game, virtual reality, training
programs, interaction between human and robot, to interact
human and computer
Smart cards: Drivers‟ licenses, voter registration,
Immigration, national ID, passports,
Information security: Parental control of TV, personal
device logon, Application security, database security,
encryption of files
Law enforcement and Surveillance: Advanced video
surveillance, CCTV control, Portal control, post event
analysis,suspect tracking and investigation

II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE
The various authors studied different face spoofing algorithms
by considering various cues to detect the spoofed face.The
published methods are basically classified into four types such
as i) Motion based methods, ii) Texture based methods, iii)
Keywords— Face recognition, Face spoof attacks, Feature Image quality based methods and iv) Methods based on other
cues. The authors [3],[4],[5],[6] had studied the motion based
extraction, spoofing medium, liveness
methods and considered the eye blinking, lip reading digits
I. INTRODUCTION
and differences in optical flow field of 3D objects and 2D
Based on physiological, behavioural and chemical attributes, planners as spoofing cues for liveness detection respectively.
biometrics such as face, iris, fingerprints etc are used to access For the texture based method, the author [6] had used the
the different applications as the biometric authentication is spoofing cue as difference between features of printed
more secure and advantageous than traditional schemes such photograph, digital photo and video display. The author [8]
as passwords and ID cards mechanisms. The complex had used the combination of LBP-TOP and space-time
passwords are hard to remember; hence people always use information as texture descriptor. The author [9] had
simple and same passwords for different applications. The considered the micro differences between genuine and fake
passwords and ID cards can be easily stolen, shared, or face. The author [7] uses the face image quality differences
manipulated. By using biometrics, the identity of an individual due to the different reflection properties of different materials.
can be confirmed easily based on who the individual is rather For other cue method, the author [10] recovers 3D facial
than what the individual possesses or what the individual structure from video or several images captured from different
remembers. Since now days the biometric enabled viewpoints. The author [11] captured soft biometric traits such
applications are being used everywhere, the biometrics has as eye colour, age, gender etc. as spoofing cue. The author [12]
indeed become a reality for identity management of person. [1] had chosen one third high frequency components from photo
The systems which uses the face recognition, does not require image. The author [13] had considered whether the boundaries
any additional hardware or sensor as all smart phones or of the used display medium can be detected in the view and
laptops are equipped with a front facing camera. The different spoof detection schemes are proposed accordingly
biometric treats such as face, iris, fingerprints, etc can be for each scenario. It also described a method exploiting
spoofed as it can be easily available on social networks and contextual information for detecting the display medium in the
also can be modified, which is major drawback of biometric provided scene.
authentication. The proposed system detects the printed photo
III. PROBLEM STATEMENT
and replayed photo attacks. Also it can detect the spoofing
Existing
method
does not capture facial details but
medium and eye blinking.
considers the image quality and differentiate one from the
The proposed system can be used in various areas such as:
other. As a result, when the quality of original captured image
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is not good then cannot differentiate a real face from a fake
face. These factors limit the generalization ability of existing
methods. The existing system finds only attacks and not
spoofing medium and does not detect the liveness.
IV.PROPOSED WORK
In this system, we have proposed a method in which the
problem of existing methods can be solved by extracting the
facial details. It detects the face whether it is real or spoofed
without adjusting the face in the image. It finds the boundaries
around the face. If the boundary around the face is present,
then it will detect the spoofing medium whether it is printed
photo or mobile or tablet. The third problem can be solved by
checking eye blinking using the same camera.
Working principle of the system
This section gives the detailed working of the system
as below.
1 Face Detection
The proposed system will ask the user to register. During
registration the details of the face will be stored in a database
along with the image of the same person and the
authentication ID is provided to the user. Whenever for next
time the person will try to login, the person has to provided
the authentication ID and then the various features will be
extracted and compared with the already stored database
entries. If it will match then it displays the message that the
user is authenticated else the user is not authenticated. The
boundaries around the face will be checked. If boundaries are
present then the face will be spoofed face, and the spoofing
medium is detected. The system also checks for eye blinking.
If the eye blink is present then the face will be authenticated
else the face will be spoofed face. In the proposed system,
first the boundaries of the image will be checked and then eye
blinking will be checked. It will give high efficiency because
checking the boundaries takes less time than checking eye
blinking.
2 Spoof Medium Detection
Face images captured from face spoofs may visually
look very similar to the images captured from live faces, thus
face spoof detection is rather difficult to perform based on a
single face image or a relatively short video sequence only.
Depending on the imaging and fake face quality, even for us
humans, it is almost impossible to tell the difference between
a genuine face and a fake one without any scene information
or any unnatural motion or facial texture patterns. However,
we can immediately notice if there is something suspicious
going on in the view, e.g. if someone is holding a video
display or a photograph in front of the camera.
Inspired by how we humans can perform reliable
spoof detection only based on the available scene and context
information, the proposed system will determine whether a
spoofing medium is present in the observed scene.
The boundaries of the used spoofing medium, e.g.
the boundary of displayed video or photograph can be
observed easily. The boundaries of the image or video will be
checked after the person will logins. If the boundaries are
present around the image then the spoofing medium is present,

can be detected easily. The proposed approach can be
operated on single image, single frame or the video sequences.
3 Liveness Detection
Anti-spoofing without any additional devices will be
preferable because it reduces the cost of required hardware
and can be easily integrated into existing face recognition
system. The human eyes blink once every 2 to 4 seconds, so
the blinking of eye is checked for detecting the liveness.If the
system finds the blinking of eye, then it will say that liveness
is detected else the liveness is not detected.
4 Classification
The classification algorithm will classify the face as
real or spoofed.
Architecture
The architecture is divided into different modules as explained
below
1 New User Registration
The person, who wishes to use system, should be a registered
user. Hence, when he will be using the system first time, the
details his/her image will be captured and stored in database.
When face image will be captured, the specific features of the
image are extracted. If the system is not able to capture all the
desired features then it asks user to register again else the ID
is displayed to the registered user immediately and the image
is stored in database by the ID name.
The Fig 6.2.1 shows steps to register the new user in the
system
Algorithm for New User Registration
Step1: Capture video
Step2: Capture one frame for processing
Step3: Extract Feature such as eyes from the image
Step4: Does it find the eyes? If yes then go to step 5 else go to
step
Step5: Display Message” Human Face”
Step6: Find the total number of .png images in database and
generate ID for new registered user
Step7: Store the image of registered user with its ID
Step8: Display Message” Not Human Face….Register with
Human Face”
Create Video

Extract Features from captured Image

Are all features
extracted from
Image?

NO

Display Message
“Not a Human
Face…Register
with Human
Face”

YES
Display Message “Congrats.. Human Face…”
Generate and Display ID
Store the Image with its ID
Fig.1 New User Registration
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2 Login and Authentication for already existing user
When the person will try to use the system, he/she will do the
login process by using the ID created during registration
process. At the same time, the person’s face image will be
captured. The SURF features will be extracted from the
captured image. The extracted SURF features of the captured
image will be compared with the features of the stored ID
image. If the features are not matching, then it displays the
message “Non Authenticated User”. Else it displays the
message “Authenticated User”.
Algorithm for Login and Authentication for already
existing User
Step1: Enter the User ID
Step2: Capture Temp image of the user
Step3: If features of ID image are matching with Temp image
then go to step 4 else go to step 5
Step4: Display message “Authenticated User”
Step5: Display message “Unauthenticated User”
Enter ID

Extract Features from the Image

Find rectangular shapes in the Image

Is rectangle shape
found around the
face image?
YES

Fig. 3 Extracting Facial Features and Detecting Spoofing Medium

NO
Are features of
ID Image ==
Temp Image?

Display Message
“Unauthenticated User”

YES
Display Message “Authenticated User”
Fig. 2 Login and Authentication for already existing User

3 Extracting Facial Features and Detecting spoofing
Medium
After providing authentication, it detects the facial features
and shapes in the image. The intensity of the pixels around the
image in rectangular shape is calculated. If it is above the
threshold value, then it will find the spoofing medium whether
it is photo or a mobile phone. If boundaries are present then it
displays the message “Spoofing medium is present and face is
the spoofed face”. Else it displays message “No spoofing
medium present and it is real face”.
Algorithm for extracting facial features and detecting
spoofing medium
Step1: Get stored Temp Image
Step2: Extract SURF and MSER features of the image
Step3: Count total pixels in grey scale image
Step4: Check height and width of image
Step5: Consider i pixel with value = 0
Step6: Find pixel value in grey scale image and put in array
Step7: Check for consecutive value

2012

Get stored temporary image

Display Message “Spoofing Medium Present”

Capture Temporary image

Vol 5,

Step8: If it is same then store its value in array and go to 6
else go to clear array and go to 4 with i = j (j= current pixel
value)

4 Eye Blinking (Liveness) detection
Anti-spoofing without any additional devices will be
preferable because it reduces the cost of required hardware
and can be easily integrated into existing face recognition
system. The human eyes blink once every 2 to 4 seconds, so
the blinking of eye is checked for detecting the liveness.
If the system finds the blinking of eye, then it will say that
liveness is detected else the liveness is not detected.
Eye Blinking Algorithm
Step1: Create frames of video clips
Step2: Consider first frame
Step3: Find eye location on image
Step4: Put the pixel value in variable
Step5: Consider next consecutive frame
Step6: Find the pixel value for current frame, if the value is
different, increment Eye blink count by 1 and decrement
frame count by 1, go to step 7
Step7: If frame count =0 then go to step 8 else go to step 5
Step8: If Eye Blink Count > Threshold value then Display
message “Eye blink is present” else display message “Eye
blink is not present”
5 Authenticated and spoof face
When the person will login at that time if the captured image
matches with the image stored in database and also satisfies
all other conditions, then the system will display it as
authenticated person else it will display that it is spoofed face.
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Get stored Video

Extract Frames from the video

Compare the successive frames
NO
Does Eye Blinks?
Fig.5 Home screen of the system

YES
Eye Blink Count ++
Frame Count -NO
Frame Count == 0?
YES
NO
Is Eye Blink
Count > Threshold
value?

Display Message
“No Eye Blinking
Present”

Fig.6 Detect Human Face

YES
Display Message “Eye Blinking is Present.”
Fig.4 Detection of Eye Blinking

V.RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In the existing system, there is particular interest in
considering the quality of the captured image to distinguish
the real face or spoofed face. Also the existing is not detecting
the spoofing medium and liveness of the face. The proposed
system detects the real or spoofed face by extracting the
SURF and MSER features from the image. It also detects the
spoofing medium by considering the intensity of image. Also
by comparing the successive frames from the captured video,
it finds the liveness.
The Fig.5 is a home screen of the system. The pushbutton
New User Registration is for the user is not an existing user
and using the system first time. By clicking this button, the
new user can do the registration of his/ her image and get the
User ID.
The pushbutton Provide Authentication is used to check
whether the registered face is human face or not.
The pushbutton Login is used to do login for already existing
user. By pressing this button, it checks whether the user is
authenticate or unauthenticated.
The pushbutton Spoofing Medium Detection is used to detect
the spoofing medium.
The pushbutton Eye Blinking is used to detect the liveness.

Fig.7 Display User ID

Fig.6 and 7 occurs by pressing the New User Registration
button. It detects whether the registered user is human or not
by extracting facial features. After that it displays the User ID
for the new registered user.

Fig.8 Provide Authentication
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The fig.8 occurs by pressing the Provide Authentication
button which asks for providing authentication and checks if
the face is human face or not by extracting the facial features.

Fig.9 Authenticate the user

Fig. 9 occurs by pressing the Login button. It checks whether
the person is authenticated or not.

The Fig. 12 occurs by pressing the Eye Blinking button. It
compares all the successive frames and if the Eye blink count
is greater than the threshold value then displays message “Eye
Blinks”.
VI .CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE
Our system is used to detect the spoofed face and
medium. The spoofed faces have different features than the
real face. This can be detected by extracting the facial features.
The image captured during registration can be used after
certain period by considering few features from face which
can never be changed after certain age. As a result,
experimental results show that the proposed method has better
generalization ability. This system checks the liveness by
checking the eye blinking. Along with these it will also detect
the spoofing medium. Hence it is more efficient and secure
than uni biometric system. The proposed system can be
enhanced by considering the lightning conditions of laptop
camera.
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